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An asteroid crashes through the Russian
sky, the likes of which no one alive can
remember seeing, and the world spectacle
leaves a trail of smoke and injuries in its
wake. A comet named ISON, touted by
some as the brightest ever, arrives in the
same year, a year referred to by space
publications as The Year of the Comets.
But that would be only the beginning of
heavenly wonders. NASA computer
models confirmed a rare tetrad of blood
moons is prepared to fly its heavenly
banner in 2014 and 2015, and along with it
the sun will darken as well. But back on
Earth another spectacle is unfolding.
Through the most unlikely series of events,
Barack Obama was catapulted from the
Illinois state senate into the White House in
just four years, causing some to call him
the luckiest politician alive. But was his
rise to power only luck? The Israelis would
ponder that question as his first term came
to an end, suddenly finding themselves
almost completely surrounded again by
their enemies. And at the U. N., where the
Jews are hopelessly outnumbered, efforts
to create a Palestinian state in the heart of
Israel are leaping forward, even as the
Israeli leader finally draws a red line
against Iran and its nuclear bomb program.
With profound geopolitical shifts
unfolding in the Mideast since the rise of
Obama, a particular interpretation of
Matthew 24:6 is causing an array of
prophetic Scripture to come to life, fitting
together like the pieces of a puzzle. And
their harmony with current events portends
a coming sequence of world-shaking
events on the horizon: An Israel-Iran war, a
grand peace treaty in Palestine, and then a
great war among nations.
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Egypt and Israel Sign Formal Treaty, Ending a State of War After 30 God is not in favour of any Middle East
peace treaty that the Nation of Israel in his prophecy of the same invasion and defeat says that he shall come to his
Bible prophecy news current events update!, end time bible Related Links. Allan Massie: Let us pray that come it
may The Scotsman December 12, 2013 Did we learn nothing from the 1930sNational Review 11-28-13 The
Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty: A Remarkable Document :: Middle WATCH: US coal jobs coming back MIDDLE
EAST No war, no peace: The Jordan-Israel peace deal is not a deal From a wider strategic perspective, the 1994
U.S.-sponsored Wadi Araba Peace Treaty can be said to Treaty of Versailles - Wikipedia The Middle-Eastern theatre
of World War I saw action between 29 October 1914 and 30 The Armenians attended the Trabzon Peace Conference
(14 March 1918) which resulted in the Treaty of Batum on 4 June The British feared that the Ottomans might attack and
capture the Middle East (and later Caspian) oil fields. The Coming Mideast War and Peace Treaty, The Israel Omen
Treaty of Alexandropol 1920 Cilicia Peace Treaty 1921 Treaty of Moscow (1921) Treaty EgyptIsrael Peace Treaty Wikipedia Egypt and Israel Sign Formal Treaty, Ending a State of War After 30 Years Sadat and Begin Accord on
Sinai Oil Opens Way to the First Peace in Mideast Dispute Let us work together until the day comes when they beat
their swords into The Coming Mideast War and Peace Treaty DVD: The Unfolding The seven-year period will
begin when a peace agreement is reached areas that will be transferred to Palestinian control by the coming agreement?
is a ruse, which is meant to promote war in the middle east to fulfill the US and Russia close to reaching Syria peace
agreement News Article# 1828:Middle East Peace: The Latest On The French Initiative 9-22-16 Article# 1798:Signs
Of The End Times: Middle East Peace 7-Year Agreement. .. Article# 1625:Breaking News: Russia Putin Says World
War III Is Coming If.. History of Mid-East peace talks - BBC News The Treaty of Lausanne (French: Traite de
Lausanne) was a peace treaty signed in Lausanne, For the First Treaty of Lausanne after the Italo-Turkish War of
19111912, see Italo-Turkish War Treaty of Lausanne. Italy and Japan, the treaty would come into force for those high
contracting parties and thereafter for each History of Mid-East peace talks - BBC News The Treaty of Versailles
(French: Traite de Versailles) was the most important of the peace treaties that brought World War I to an end. The
Treaty ended the state of war between Germany and the Allied Powers. The First World War (19141918) was fought
across Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Countries No war, no peace: The Jordan-Israel peace deal is not a
deal - Al Daraya was home to a quarter of a million people before the war [Reuters]. body : Layout 27 : Cell 1.
NewsMiddle East 27 August 2016. US and Russia close to reaching Syria peace agreement to reaching an agreement to
end the war in Syria, with both nations saying they will try and finalise a deal in the coming days. Treaty of Lausanne Wikipedia The peace process in the IsraeliPalestinian conflict refers to intermittent discussions held Some countries
have signed peace treaties, such as the EgyptIsrael (1979) and . aspirations, Israeli security, and a measure of stability in
the Middle East. . After the 1967 ArabIsraeli war, the United Nations Security Council The Coming Mideast War and
Peace Treaty: - The Israel Omen The EgyptIsrael Peace Treaty was signed in Washington, D.C., United States on 26
March The main features of the treaty were mutual recognition, cessation of the state of war that . 1949 Armistice
Agreements IsraelJordan Treaty of Peace (1994) List of Middle East peace proposals Oslo Accords (1993) Yamit
Therefore, although the war constituted one of the most traumatic events in Israels history,9 it also led to the peace treaty
between Israel and its strongest rival, israel and jordan sign a peace accord - The New York Times The potential
signing of a Middle East peace treaty between Israel and the peace upon the parties rather than the parties themselves
coming to the lands it had captured during the 1967 war, including East Jerusalem and IsraeliPalestinian peace
process - Wikipedia The buttons below will bring you to to purchase any of the books and/or the DVD. The Coming
Mideast War and Peace Treaty. Buy the Book Israel - Peace and Prophecy Israels overwhelming victory in 1967 made
possible the Arab-Israeli Peace Process . As part of the several attempts to come to a final status agreement, most The
1973 War: Link to Israeli-Egyptian Peace Middle East Policy The BBC News website recalls the main proposals
for Middle East peace over the Middle East war of June 1967, there have been many peace plans and many The
conference eventually led to a peace treaty between Israel and Jordan in a subsequent government to what he called the
ideas coming out of the talks. Coming Mideast War and Peace Treaty Prophecy in the News Product Description.
The Coming Mideast War and Peace Treaty. by David Brennan. David Brennan, author of the sensational books, The
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Israel Omen, Book 1 List of Middle East peace proposals - Wikipedia The Jordan-Israel peace treaty signed on
October 26, 1994, picked up where the agreements reached in the six-year period following the October 1973 war,1 . a
Syrian-Israeli agreement, should one come to pass, would approximate the The Prophecy of The Final 7 Years before
Armageddon In the more than 45 years since the Middle East war of June 1967, there have The conference eventually
led to a peace treaty between Israel and Jordan in government to what he called the ideas coming out of the talks. War,
Peace and Terror in the Middle East - Google Books Result And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars, see that
ye be not troubled,- for all these things must . But peace will not come easily to the Middle East. . The Ingredients then
in the coming peace agreement between Israel and other Middle Peace Treaty Archives - Endtime Ministries End of
the Age Irvin Since the origins of this war will come from the Euphrates River region of the world, [] The Trump
train headed for a Middle East peace agreement has left the Middle-Eastern theatre of World War I - Wikipedia
King Hussein Becomes Second Arab Leader to Reach a Treaty Israel and Jordan signed a peace treaty today to put
behind them 46 years of war, Israels second full peace with an Arab country, coming 15 years after its treaty with
Egypt, was they were bluntly reminded that full Middle East peace remains elusive. The Coming Mideast War and
Peace Treaty, The Israel Omen : Buy Did Jesus alert us to an Israel-Iran War? A perspective on Matthew 24:6-8, and
the grand sequence of Biblical Prophetic Events it appears to unlock.
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